
 

Spices 101
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Throwing away that antique jar of ground pepper is only 
the first step. Here’s our guide to getting the most flavor 
from your spice rack. By Ke iTH Dresser
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ESSENTIAL  SPICES
In the test kitchen we stock more than 50 different spices, but we seem to reach for the same dozen bottles over 
and over again. here’s what you need to know about these essential spices. (Pepper is so important that it merits a 
separate discussion; see page 17.)

Cardamom 
What You Need to 
KNoW:  Whole cardamom 
consists of a green seed pod 
that holds about 20 small black 
seeds. While cardamom is available ground, 
the whole pods have a superior flavor and aroma. 
hoW to use It: since the flavor resides in the small seeds, 
it is necessary to crush the whole pods before using them.

Cayenne Pepper
What You Need to K N oW: originally made from 
cayenne peppers, this spice is now made from a variety 
of ground dried chiles. Cayenne pepper is rich with 
volatile oils, making it susceptible to flavor loss within a 
few months. 
hoW to use It:  Intensity varies from brand to brand, 
so add a small amount, taste, and adjust seasoning.

Chili Powder
What You Need to K N oW: Most brands are a 
blend of 80 percent ground dried chiles with garlic 
powder, oregano, and cumin. Chili powders made 
solely from chiles can be found in ethnic markets and 
are usually labeled by type of chile (such as ancho chile 
powder or chipotle chile powder).
hoW to use It:Because chili powder is a blend of 
spices, it should be “bloomed” in hot oil to bring out its 
complex flavors. 
test K I tCheN W INNer spice Islands Chili Powder

Cinnamon
What You Need to K N oW: 
true cinnamon, or Ceylon cin-
namon, is made from the 
dried bark of a tropical ev-
ergreen tree and can be difficult to 
find in american markets. What most 
cooks think of as cinnamon is actually cassia, made from 
the bark of a similar evergreen. Cassia has a darker color 
and a more pungent flavor than true cinnamon, which we 
find too mild and not worth seeking out. 
hoW to use It:  Cinnamon is one of the few spices 
that we prefer to buy ground. save whole cinnamon sticks 
for infusing flavor into hot liquids.
test K I tCheN W INNer Penzeys China Cassia 
Cinnamon

Cloves
What You Need 
to K NoW:  Cloves are 
the dried unopened 
flower buds of a species 
of evergreen tree and 
boast a sweet, peppery 
flavor. 
hoW to use It:  Cloves are potent and should be 
used sparingly. Because whole cloves are difficult to 
grind, we buy them ground. reserve whole cloves for 
infusing flavor into hot liquids or for inserting into ham.

Coriander
What You Need to KNoW:  Coriander is the seed 
of the plant that produces the herb cilantro. Coriander 
is sold whole and ground, but whole seeds provide a 
more vibrant, complex 
flavor.
hoW to use It: 
toasting whole corian-
der helps to release its 
flavor and aroma. 

Cumin
What You Need to KNoW:  Cumin is a highly 
aromatic spice that comes from a plant in the parsley 
family.  
hoW to use It:  If time allows, we like to toast and 
grind whole cumin seeds; this gives the spice a more 
complex peppery flavor than when purchased ground.
t est K ItCheN WINNer McCormick gourmet 
Collection ground Cumin

Curry Powder
What You Need to KNoW:  Curry powder 
is a blend of spices. Because there is no standard 
formula, flavors vary from brand to brand.  
Most formulas include cardamom, chiles, cumin,  

fennel, fenugreek, nutmeg, and turmeric, which gives 
curry its characteristically yellow color. 
hoW to use It:  For general cooking, we prefer a mild 
curry powder; hot curry powder, which contains more 
chiles, can be overpowering. Curry powder should be 
sautéed in hot oil to “bloom” its flavor. 
t est K ItCheN WINNer tone’s Curry Powder

Nutmeg
What You Need to KNoW:  nutmeg is the dried 
seed-like kernel of an evergreen tree. Its warm, spicy 
flavor accentuates sweetness in recipes. the lacy mem-
brane that covers nutmeg, when dried and ground, 
becomes the spice mace.
hoW to use It:  nutmeg 
loses its aroma when ground, 
so it’s best to buy whole 
nutmeg and grate it when 
needed. Just keep in 
mind that a little goes 
a long way. 

Paprika
What You Need to KNoW: Paprika is a fine 
powder made by grinding dried red peppers. Its flavor 
and pungency can range from mild to hot, depending 
on what type of pepper is used and how much of the 
placenta (the white veins) is ground with the pepper. 
hoW to use It: We prefer the complexity of sweet pa-
prika, especially brands from hungary and spain, which 
have a slightly fuller flavor than domestic varieties. 
test K ItCheN WINNer Penzeys hungary sweet 
Paprika 

saffron
What You Need to KNoW:  saffron, the world’s 
most expensive spice, is the hand-harvested stigma of 
a variety of crocus. Buy red saffron threads that are de-
void of yellow and 
orange. saffron can 
also be purchased 
powdered, but 
because ground saf-
fron is often mixed 
with other ingredi-
ents, it should be 
bought from a reputable source. While spanish saffron 
is often considered superior, we prefer the flavor of 
domestic saffron produced in Pennsylvania. 
hoW to use It:  to release flavor, crush saffron 
threads with your fingers before adding them to a dish. 
use sparingly; too much will impart a metallic taste.

s P I C e  r u b s
sprinkle spice rubs over food and then gently 
massage in the seasonings to make sure they 
adhere. as a general rule, use about 1 table-
spoon of rub per portion of meat or poultry 
and 1 teaspoon of rub per portion of fish. 
although rubs can be applied right before 
cooking, we’ve discovered that the flavor of 
the spices penetrates deeper into the food 
if given time. refrigerate rubbed meat for at 
least an hour to maximize the return (large 
cuts of meat can sit overnight for a spicier, 
more intense flavor). see Cook’s extra on 
page 17 for some of our favorite spice rubs.
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SPICE GRINDERS

BUYING AND STORING SPICES
In most cases, purchasing whole spices and grinding 
them is preferable to buying ground spices. Whole 
spices have a longer shelf life (about twice that of 
ground spices), and most fresh-ground spices also have 
superior aroma and flavor. Whether whole or ground, 
spices should be bought in the smallest quantities avail-
able. It also pays to check the expiration date. 

When storing spices, the biggest mistake cooks 
make is keeping them close to the stove. heat and 
moisture quickly shorten the shelf life of spices, leaving 
them dull; keep spices in a cool, dark, dry place in a 
well-sealed container.

using stick-on dots, write 
the name and purchase 
date on top of the spice jar. 
this will tell you how long 
you’ve had the spice and 
will make it easier to find 
the spice you want when 
they are stored in a drawer.

PUMPING UP THE FL AVOR 
We often toast or bloom 
spices to release their 
volatile oils and 
fullest flavor.

toasting
the process of dry-toasting spices is normally reserved 
for whole spices that are then ground into a fine pow-
der. to toast spices, put them in a small skillet without 
any oil and set the skillet over medium heat. shake the 
skillet occasionally to prevent scorching and toast until 
they are fragrant, 1 to 3 minutes. Cool slightly before 
grinding. 

blooming
to intensify the flavor of commercially ground spices, 
cook them for a minute or two in a little butter or 
oil—before any liquid is added to the recipe. (If the 
recipe calls for sautéing onions or other aromatics, 
add the spices to the skillet when the vegetables are 
nearly cooked.) this step is particularly important 
with spice mixtures, such as chili powder and curry 
powder, where it’s crucial to develop their complex 
flavors. (Whole spices can also be bloomed in oil or 
butter. this is a common technique used at the start 
of many Indian recipes. the spices should be discarded 
before the dish is served.)

ALL ABOUT PEPPER
Black pepper is the most important spice in your pantry. this berry grows in a spike-like cluster on a climbing vine 
that is indigenous to the tropics. the berries are picked when green and then sun-dried until they 
become the dry, hard, blackish kernels we know as peppercorns.

Pepper Mills
We’ve used our share of wrist- 
wrenching pepper mills in an attempt 
to render whole peppercorns to ground 
pepper. our favorite pepper mill has a 
huge capacity, is easily adjustable, and 
works with astonishing speed.
t est K ItCheN WINNer 
unicorn Magnum Plus Peppermill, $45

Crushing Peppercorns 
Many recipes call for coarsely crushed peppercorns, 
something that most pepper mills can’t produce. here 
are two ways of achieving 
uniformly crushed 
peppercorns.

skillet: spread the peppercorns on a cutting board 
and, using a rocking motion, crush them with the back 
of a clean, heavy pan.

rolling Pin: spread the peppercorns in an  
even layer in a zipper-lock bag, then whack them with a 
rolling pin or meat pounder. 

What to buy
What’s the best brand of ground black pepper?  
there isn’t one: as soon as peppercorns are cracked, 
they begin losing the volatile compounds that give 
them bold aroma and subtle flavor; soon enough, all 
that’s left is a nonvolatile compound called piperine, 
which gives the sensation of “hotness” but little else. 
For that reason, we consider whole peppercorns—
ground to order in a pepper mill—the only viable 
option. While gourmet stores carry black peppercorns 
with exotic names (Malabar, sarawak, and the like) 
and origins, we’ve found the differences to be almost 
imperceptible. 
test K I tCheN W INN er McCormick/schilling 
Whole Black Pepper

to reap the benefits of whole spices, you need a 
device that transforms them into a fine, even powder. 
While there are many gadgets available for such a task, 
we’ve determined that the best tool for the job is a 
coffee grinder. an inexpensive 
blade grinder produces consis-
tently good results with little 
effort. If possible, keep one 
grinder for coffee, another for 
spices.

test K I tCheN WINN er 
Krups Fast-touch Coffee Mill, 
Model 203, $17.95

how to Clean a spice Grinder
a quick wipe with a brush or cloth is usually sufficient to 
clean the test kitchen’s grinder. sometimes, however, 
spice residues remain even after wiping. Because most 
grinders can’t be immersed 
in water, we developed a 
technique for “dry clean-
ing” that sufficiently re-
moves all traces of residue. 

add several tablespoons 
of raw white rice to the 
grinder and pulverize to 
a fine powder. the rice 
powder will absorb residual 
spice particles and oils. Dis-
card the rice powder; your 
grinder will be clean. 

cook’s
extra

Go to www.cooksillustrated.com
•  Key in code 11062 for Favorite Spice Rubs 

for chicken, pork, beef, lamb, and fish.
•  Key in code 11063 for Dry Rub for Barbecue.
• recipes available until May 1, 2007.

WhI te  PePPer
the berries used to make white pepper are the same 
as those used to make black pepper, but they are 
harvested at a riper stage. the hulls are then removed 
and with them goes some of the heat characteristic 
of black pepper. White peppercorns are often used 
when the appearance of a dish would be marred by 
flecks of black. Many asian recipes rely on the fra-
grant, citrusy flavor of white pepper. We use white 
pepper so infrequently that we can’t justify purchas-
ing a pepper mill for the sole purpose of grinding 

it, nor can we be bothered emptying and 
then refilling the black-pepper mill. 

Instead, we buy ground 
white pepper and 
replenish our stock 
when the pepper 

loses its fragrance. 


